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Gratitude

Inspiration from this book started with a title that popped
into my head one morning while in the bathroom.
I percolated on it for well over nine months.
Finally, I got some clarity while attending an amazing Tiny
Book Writing Workshop hosted by writer-extaordinaire
Alexandra Franzen and thought, "Okay, now I know what I
want to do!"
I got to work right away. I made the outline longer and the
ideas grander. As I was starting to feel incredibly
overwhelmed, someone kindly said to me, "It doesn't have
to be perfect."
A light bulb went off. "Oh, right, it doesn't have to be
perfect."
Here it is. My tiny book. Imperfect as it may be.
And guess what? I'm okay. It didn't kill me to publish it just
as it is.
It's good. Good enough.
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Intro

Have you ever felt like you'd never complete something or
even try something because it just wouldn't be perfect
enough? You know, like writing an article, designing a
website, or starting a business?
Me too. More times than I can count.
This is a book about the struggle so many of us have with
getting it "right."
I wrote it because I've learned—from personal experience
and years of trying to "fix" myself—that life is a whole lot
easier and a whole lot more fun once I finally realized I'm
enough.
This book contains timeless reminders for perfectionists
—based on my personal experiences as a lifelong
member—because I don't believe we can ever hear them
too many times.
I hope this book reminds you that you, too, are enough
—you are what you are looking for, and it's only in this
moment you can pause long enough to realize it.
With gratitude,
Amanda
Recovering perfectionist
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There's

More

Than

One

Way

to

Load

a

Dishwasher

I can hear what you're saying. "No there's not."
I'll never forget the moment I learned right from wrong.
However true or false this story is, it feels real to me.
I was loading the dishwasher at a young age (let's say six
years old). After having proudly loaded all of the dishes
perfectly in the two sliding trays, my mother comes over
and rearranges all of them so they fit just "right."
I was crushed.
To a six-year-old, this was soul crumbling. Here I had
thought I did something helpful with the best of intentions,
and what I learned is that there's a "right way" and a
"wrong way" to do things—and, apparently, I did it the
"wrong way."
Now, don't get me wrong. I love my mother. And, honestly,
who knows if this exact story even took place. But it's the
story I believe and retell repeatedly when I think of doing
things either right or wrong. It serves as my compass and
foundational belief I have about right and wrong and how
there's only "one way" to do something.
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This story helped me create more stories about myself and
my life, including those that kept me believing that if I was
going to do something, I first needed to know exactly how
to do it to make sure I was doing it "right." It also
supported my belief that others obviously know better than
I do so I better find out how they do it and do it just like
them.
Over the years, this has shown up in my life in different
ways—from small things like selecting the "right" things to
wear, to bigger things like starting my business.
While I may have realized many years ago that there truly
are other ways to load a dishwasher and I could
confidently place my dishes in the trays with no rework,
this belief still reared its ugly head in other areas of my life.

There's More Than One Way to

Start a Business

In order to make sure I was doing it "right," I hired
coaches, did a lot of online research, and spent a ton of
time learning what others did to make them successful.
There's nothing inherently limiting about doing these
things—I'm grateful for each and everyone of them to help
me grow in my knowledge of something very new and
foreign to me.
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It can, however, be detrimental when pursued with the
belief, like I had, that there was only one way to start a
successful business, and that I had to do it like everyone
else.
I ended up not listening to my intuition and forcing things
that didn't ultimately work for me (like forcing the wine
glass in the top tray of the dishwasher—we all know what
happens when you do this).
There were also times when I did nothing at all out of fear
I'd do it "wrong" (like, leaving dishes in the sink for days).
As a recovering perfectionist, how did I eventually hit
"submit," make a decision on my website, and launch it?

A New Kind of Awareness

I started practicing non-judgmental awareness. The more
comfortable I became acknowledging things as "just is,"
the more comfortable I became trusting myself and not
being afraid to make a mistake. More on this later.
If we can avoid labeling things as "right" or "wrong" and
instead "just is," the easier it is to catch ourselves when
we're about to rearrange an entire dishwasher (aka scrap
an entire project and redo it to make it "right"), or leave
dishes piling up in the sink for weeks (aka doing nothing).
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It is what it is.
Staying away from judgement can also help us avoid the
trap of believing there's only "one way" to do something.
The more we accept that for as many people there are at
least that many different ways to do something, we create
space to tap into our own knowing and intuition.
The next time you're about to say, "It's not good enough
yet," or "This can't possibly be the right way to do it," just
stop. Pause and notice what you're about to say. Bring
awareness to your behavior and possibly even a smile.

The perfectionist in us is so sweet to try and keep us safe.
Thing is, it just doesn't know we're already okay.

Timeless Reminders:

There's no "right" or "wrong;" there's just you
Just because someone else does it a certain way
doesn't mean there's only "one way" it can be done
Eradicating the words "right" and "wrong" from our
vocabulary makes a huge difference
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Reflection Question:

Think of a time when you first learned right from wrong.
Can you find examples of how that's no longer true? (For
example, there's no such thing as a "right" way to load a
dishwasher since I have seen hundreds of dishwashers
loaded successfully in many different ways.)

Practice:

1. Think of something you're doing (or not doing) based on
how someone else does it (or doesn't do it) and really ask
yourself if this is how YOU would do it. If it isn't make a list
of how you would prefer to do it or what excites you most.
2. Think of alternative words for "right" and "wrong," and
the next time you're about to say either one, catch yourself
and choose a different word to use instead. (A couple of
my favorites are: preferred and not ideal.)
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What's

Love

Got

To

Do

With

It?

While chatting with a friend a few months ago, she
mentioned she felt discouraged about her yoga practice
because she had been comparing herself to how often I
was going. I giggled because just that morning I felt
discouraged when I couldn't get myself out of bed and was
thinking how she always gets up early and accomplishes
so much in the morning.
It was funny that both of us saw the other as being "better"
or "doing more" when in reality we're both amazing and
wonderful in our own, unique way.
Now, there are so many other versions of this story.
There's, "Why would I even bother, she does it so much
better than me?" or "I wish my life looked like hers" or "I
don't know how he does it."
Once we develop a bit more non-judgmental awareness
(that thing we were just talking about) and start taking
more things "as is," we're in a great place to learn another
lesson—self-love through acceptance.

When we compare, we're moving away from compassion
and resisting what is.
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As someone who vacillated daily (if not hourly) between
"I'm amazing!" and "I suck!" I had a thing or two to learn
about self- compassion. It all started with accepting what
is.
Once I started to accept whatever was going on in the
moment and learn not to judge it as good/bad or
right/wrong, I could accept the most important thing of all
—MYSELF.
A wise friend once told me, "You're good in and of
yourself." It's funny how long it took me to finally believe
him! But, boy, once I stopped judging (or at least now do
so with a level of compassion for myself) and resisting
where I'm at in this moment, I experienced the truth and
power of this phrase.

Practicing Acceptance

The more often we can practice accepting what is (I
absolutely love the phrase, "It is what it is"), the more often
we'll find ourselves seeing what other people have or do
with love and compassion—for them and for ourselves.
Sometimes people wake up early and accomplish a dozen
tasks for the day (that's not good, bad, or wrong; it just is).
Sometimes I go to yoga a few times each week (that's not
good, bad, right, or wrong; it just is).
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That woman you met at a networking event creates really
beautiful websites (it's not good, bad, right, or wrong; it just
is).
Your coworker earns six figures, volunteers his time, and
has a beautiful wife (again—while hard to believe—it's not
good, bad, right, or wrong; it just is).
This isn't to say that we can't admire others or recognize
their beauty or accomplishments. When we live in a state of
acceptance and self- love, we can do this even more. We
begin to realize that "I am good in and of myself" and that
all of the amazing things we see in others are simply a
reflection of what's already within us.
The next time you find yourself wanting to compare yourself
to someone else or judge yourself in some way, just stop.
Pause and notice what you're about to say. Bring
awareness to the behavior and possibly even a smile.
With non-judgmental awareness comes acceptance, and
with acceptance comes compassion.

Timeless Reminders:

I am good in and of myself
Compassion starts with non-judgmental awareness
Acceptance doesn't mean we can't appreciate or
admire qualities of others—we simply recognize it as
a reflection of our own inner brilliance
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Reflection Question:

What are three wonderful, unique qualities you're going to
celebrate right now?
1. _____________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________

Practice:

Next time you're about to compare yourself to someone else,
catch yourself and stop; smile at yourself and ask:
What do I value/appreciate in her/him that I also have within?
(This could or could not be the thing you were just about to
compare yourself to) and remind yourself of at least three
things you recently did that you're proud of.
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Curiousity

Didn't

Kill the Cat

As a recovering perfectionist, the phrase "learn from your
mistakes" hasn't been a very comfortable part of my
vernacular.
You can imagine then, I've never been much of a scientist, or a
cook for that matter. The whole idea of experimenting with
things has often left me with a racing heart and sweaty palms.
If I were to experiement, there's a really good chance it won't
work and that means I did it "wrong." Experimentation requires
an understanding that the only way we can learn anything is
from doing it different ways and making mistakes along the
way.
I had this belief I had one shot to get something "right." This
was before I internalized this:

"I have not failed. I've just found 10,000 ways that
won't work." ~ Thomas Edison

Not only would I put pressure on myself to do things perfectly
right out of the gate, I also wouldn't grant myself permission to
try other things if it didn't work out.
As a perfectionist, it can feel scary or quite foreign to do
something and "fail." I'm learning there's no such things as
failure. Who knew?!
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As a teacher and coach, I remind my students everyday it's
okay to make mistakes. It's how we learn. And when they're
called in out in a game or exercise, I have them proclaim
proudly, "I am learning!" This might be worth trying in our own
daily lives more often.

I Survived My First Video Blog and So Can You

When I first started vlogging (fancy way to say "video
blogging"), I wanted it to be just right. I set up my space,
scripted what I wanted to say, and took at least 10 takes. I
admit, even after all that, it was far from perfect. Still, I decided
to share it with the world. I recognized the fear, resistance, and
doubt, and did it anyway.
And guess what? I didn't die. Imperfect as it was, I did
SOMETHING.
I learned something valuable—I didn't enjoy doing it that way.
It felt stale, scripted, and inauthentic. It didn't really resonate
with people the way I wanted it to.
At this point, I could have thrown my hands up and decided
that vlogging wasn't for me and stopped. Instead, I sucked it
up and trusted that the only way I'd learn what works for me is
by trying other things. So I mixed it up and started to have fun
with it.
And guess what? I really had fun!
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Many of us take ourselves a little too seriously (a-hem) for fear
of "making a mistake." We latch on to an idea of how we think
it's supposed to be or how we want it to turn out and, if it
doesn't, then we may as well stop trying.

Life is an Experiment

Cool thing about scientists is they have no expectations. They
have a hypothesis, ask interesting questions, and no matter
what the answer, it's new information.
When we release our expectations and replace them with a
curiosity of what might happen, we give ourselves
permissionto play and experiment and put things out into the
world that might not yet be "perfect." (Just imagine all the new
information we'll receive!)
The next time you find yourself giving up on something that
didn't "work," just stop. Pause and notice what you're about to
do. Bring awareness to the behavior and possibly even a
smile.
Life isn't about getting it "right" the first time around (or the
second or third or fourth). As I heard another wise person say,
"Life is a playground. Let's play!" (I'm lucky to know a lot of
wise people).
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Timeless Reminders:

There's no such thing as mistakes
Life is a playground
It's not about getting it "right" the first time (or ever); it's
about having fun and learning new things ablong the way

Reflection Question:

Where in your life do you love to experiment? What's
different between that and where you avoid experimentation
or action due to fear of "making mistakes"?

Practice:

1. Write down on thing you're not doing because it's not yet
"perfect"
2. Do that thing
3. Notice you're still alive
4. Celebrate yourself for being bold and brave
5. Write down what new information you gained by doing it
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An Imperfect Conclusion

Being a perfectionist isn't good, bad, right, or wrong;
it just is.
Simply by bringing awareness to something, we change it.
Imagine what happens when we bring both awareness and a
little laughter to our perfectionistic tendencies!
By doing so, we start tapping into our authentic selves and
uncover all that is already within us. We just need to pause
long enough to realize it.
The next time you're about to go into right/wrong/good/bad,
judge yourself or others, or limit yourself from trying new things
for fear of "making mistakes," just stop. Pause and smile (or
even laugh) at yourself and simply observe it without
judgment.
We have a choice in each moment to stay stuck in our
perfectionist ways or try something different. Either way, we're
bound to gather some new information.
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Are you tired of experiencing perfectionist paralysis?
Are you ready to go from never enough to always okay?
If you answered "yes" to either of those questions, then I invite
you to join me in my "Being Good with Being You" training
program.
In this virtual program, I'm going to show you how to learn to
be good with being you so you can experience the life you truly
desire. My belief (and what I teach in this program) is that we
must first love what we have before we can have what we
want.
Together, we will explore how to go from judgment to
awareness, from resistance to acceptance, and let go of
limiting beliefs so that you can go from wishing things were
different or better to truly accepting and celebrating who you
are in ths moment!
I would love for you to be a part of this incredible opportunity
and for me to be a part of your incredible journey! Book your
spot today and learn how to go from never enough to always
okay. Training runs from September 14- October 30.
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Reserve your spot today!

Resources

A Few More Timeless Reminders from Yours Truly
Be Happy Without Being Perfect by Alice Domar and Alice Kelly

10 Ways to Stop Overthinking and Start Living by Kulraj Singh

Why You Should Stop Comparing Yourself to Others by Daniela
Tempesta
3 Familiar Symptoms of Not Being Good Enough by Amanda
Johnson

How to Be Non-Judgmental of Yourself and Others by Zeenat
Merchant Syal

What is Mindfulness? by Jon Kabat-Zinn

Additional books and apps that serve as great resources and
inspiration to me
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Tweetables

The perfectionist in us is so sweet to try and keep us safe.
Thing is, it just doesn't know we're already okay. {Tweet that!}

When we compare, we're moving away from compassion and
resisting what is. {Tweet that!}

With non-judgmental awareness comes acceptance, and with
acceptance comes compassion. {Tweet that!}

Being a perfectionist isn't good, bad, right, or wrong; it just
is. {Tweet that!}
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